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Abstract—Previous work in reproducibility focused on provid-
ing frameworks to make research reproducible, however fewer
work was done on reproducibility certification. We propose the
Reconciler, that certifies the reproducibility of computational
research papers written in LATEX. Two Docker containers are
built and run in separate Virtual Machines (VMs) reproducing
the figures, tables and variables (results) of the paper. Then the
results are used during the LATEX compilation in each VM, to
produce corresponding pdf files. Lastly a third VM certifies the
research paper as reproducible, if and only if the resulted pdf files
are identical. The two builds are needed to enable comparison
between different builds of the same source code and any non-
deterministic stochasticity would produce different pdf files for
different builds, thus making the certifier VM report the paper
as non-reproducible. We release an open source implementation
of the Reconciler, that certifies the reproducibility of this paper.
I. INTRODUCTION
A research paper is considered reproducible when reviewers
are able to reproduce its results, given the data and experi-
mental procedure. More specifically, computational research
reproducibility requires the presence of source code that
produces or fetches data from external sources which then
transforms them creating the figures, tables and variables of
the paper. Open sourcing the code and the raw dataof a
computational research paper helps in increasing the credi-
bility of the research results but this is not enough to certify
its reproducibility. A common workflow among researchers
for certifying computational research papers will push the
direction towards creating reproducible research, thus tackling
the ‘reproducibility crisis’ problem.
We propose the Reconciler workflow, that certifies the repro-
ducibility of computational research papers written in LATEX.
The Reconciler workflow consists of two separate Virtual
Machines (VMs) that build and run the Docker container
which produces the figures, tables, variables (results), and later
compile the LATEX to produce two pdf files. Lastly, a third
VM compares the pdf files and certifies the research paper as
reproducible, if and only if the pdf files are identical bit by
bit.
We provide an implementation1 of the Reconciler, that
certifies the reproducibility of the arXiv version of this paper2.
We use Python [1] for producing the results, however other
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scientific-oriented programming languages such as R [2] and
Julia [3] can be used.
For the rest of the paper we will refer to:
• ‘paper’ as a computational research paper,
• ‘results’ as the figures, tables and variables that are shown
in the paper,
• ‘LATEX code’ as the files containing the main text (*.tex
files) and bibliography (*.bib files) of the research paper,
• ‘results code’ as the files containing the scientific-oriented
programming language code that produces the results
(*.py files) and
• ‘code’ as both the ‘LATEX code’ and ‘results code’.
II. THE RECONCILER WORKFLOW
The Reconciler workflow can be applied on computational
research papers that are written in LATEX [4] and the results
code can be executed within a Docker container. LATEX is a
typesetting system for publishing high quality research papers,
and Docker [5] is a container system that allows portable
execution of a codebase between different operating system-
s/environments and has shown great promise in reproducible
science [6]. The corresponding Dockerfile can be provided by
the researcher or generated by tools such as containerit [7].
A specific file hierarchy (shown in Fig. 1(a)) is used in this
paper however this is optional, as the Reconciler only needs
to know the directories of the main files of the LATEX and
results code through its configuration file workflow.yml. The
Reconciler workflow fits in the researcher workflow in the
following way (as also shown in Fig. 1(b)):
1) the researcher writes or edits code,
2) the researcher commits and pushes the changes to the
remote repository, which triggers the Reconciler work-
flow:
a) two VMs (builders) independently build and run
the Dockerfile of the results code,
b) the results along with the LATEX code are used to
compile the pdf files,
c) the pdf files are sent to a third VM (certifier),
d) the certifier VM certifies the research paper as
reproducible if and only if the pdf files are the
same using bit comparison.
Docker usage in the Reconciler provides portability of the
environment of the research while the VM provides trust in the
procedure (in contrast in executing these local, thus having low
credibility in reporting reproducibility). The reason that two
independent builder VMs are needed is to enable comparison
between different builds of the same source code and any
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Fig. 1. In (a) the template Reconciler file hierarchy is depicted as a file tree directory. Results and LATEX code reside in the same repository but this is
optional. In (b) the proposed Reconciler workflow with the two independent branches is depicted, and in (c) a variation of the Reconciler applied on certifying
arXiv papers, where the right branch fetches the results and the LATEX code from the arXiv servers. Blue denotes results code file or procedure, red denotes
LATEX code file or procedure and gray background denotes that the encapsulated procedures is happening in a VM. Arrows in (b) and (c) denote the data flow
direction, complemented by descriptive labels.
non-deterministic stochasticity (such as not applying a specific
seed to random generators) would produce different pdfs, thus
making the certifier VM report the paper as non-reproducible.
Additional constraints could be imposed in the VMs such
as disallowing images in the code and monitoring the network
connections of the code to ensure that results are generated
from the code and not fetching them from an external source.
Alternatively the code could just be open source to enable
reviewers inspect the result generation procedure.
Variations of the Reconciler main workflow include:
• preprint server (such as arXiv) results reproducibility
certification shown in Fig. 1(c). The difference with the
main workflow is that one of the VMs checkouts the
LATEX code and the results from the arXiv server instead
of executing the results code.
• one branch local certification where the last VM returns
the hash of the resulted pdf enabling reviewers certifying
the pdf output of their local branch. Using the previous
workflow the Reconciler could also be used for regression
testing and debugging, to ensure that changes to the code
do not alter the results.
A. Technical implementation
A template of the Reconciler is available using Github
Actions and is applied on the arXiv version of this paper.
The builder VMs use different versions of Ubuntu (16.04
and 18.04) and pull a docker image for building LATEX from
DockerHub.
Regarding research that is computational costly or when
reproducibility certification is required from the first stages
of the research, the Reconciler template provides a debug
flag that certifies the reproducibility of a smaller scale of the
computational experiment. E.g. the debug flag in the concept
of neural networks could set the number of epochs and number
of training samples to a low value. Some possible executions
that the Reconciler provides are summarized in the following
syntax:
# SYNTAX
make [docker] [ARGS="[--full] [--gpu]"] [GPU="--gpus all"]
# where [...] denotes an optional argument.
# For example you can choose one of the following:
make
# Requires local installation of
# requirements.txt and texlive-full.
# Takes ˜1 minute and populates the figures and table.
make ARGS="--full --gpu"
# Requires local installation of
# requirements.txt and texlive-full.
# Takes ˜1 minute on an NVIDIA Titan X.
make docker
# Requires local installation of docker.
# Takes ˜1 minute.
make docker ARGS="--full --gpu" GPU="--gpus all"
# Requires local installation of nvidia-container-toolkit.
# Takes ˜1 minute on an NVIDIA Titan X.
make clean
# Restores the repo in its initial state by removing
# all figures, tables and downloaded datasets.
Listing 1. Makefile call syntax from the shell.
3III. DISCUSSION
Previous works in this area such as Hurlin et al. [8] pro-
pose an ‘external certification agency’ for economic studies.
The Reconciler provides a simple solution in certifying the
reproducibility of a computational research paper as a whole,
without having to trust a third-party. Future work needs to
be done regarding improving the use of the Reconciler on
reproducibility on the following:
1) making scientific programming libraries reproducible,
2) regarding infrastructure: the use of VMs that support
CUDA to enable the application of the Reconciler on
deep neural network research.
IV. CONCLUSION
Automating research reproducibility certification is becom-
ing more important due to the increasing research output that
has been observed the last few years. Few works were done on
this area, mostly proposing trust on an external third party. The
Reconciler certifies research reproducibility using the tools
that most of the researchers already use (LATEX, Docker),
outsourcing the procedure to VMs on the cloud.
V. APPENDIX - IMPROVING COMPUTATIONAL
RESEARCH REPRODUCIBILITY
This appendix provides suggestions for improving the repro-
ducibility of computational research papers written in LATEX
with Python as the results code Programming language. A
common culprit of reproducibility using LATEX is the time-
date metadata of pdf output which can be disabled using the
following into the .tex code after the preamble:
\pdfinfoomitdate=1
\pdfsuppressptexinfo=-1
\pdftrailerid{}
Listing 2. LATEX pdf reproducibility commands for preamble.
A useful LATEX package for automatically embedding code
results variables in LATEX code is datatool.
\DTLloaddb{keys_values}{keys_values.csv}
\DTLfetch{keys_values}{key}{num_samples}{value}
Listing 3. LATEX datatool example of loading a file that contains pairs of keys
and values (keys values.csv) generated by a results code and getting the value
of a key named num samples.
For example the values of the following variables are
not referred in the main .tex file but they are read by an
intermediate .tex file created by the results code:
• number of samples of Fig. 2 is 200.0 and
• the number of columns of Table I is 11.0.
Regarding the results code for Python random seeds need
to be set to a specific value such as:
random.seed(0) # for build-in random module
np.random.seed(0) # for numpy
torch.manual_seed(0) # for pytorch
torch.backends.cudnn.deterministic = True # for pytorch
torch.backends.cudnn.benchmark = False # for pytorch
tf.random.set_seed(0) # for Tensorflow
Listing 4. Python reproducibility commands for some popular libraries.
Using the random seeds and datatool we could have de-
terministic stochasticity that reproduces figures, tables and
variables. For example Fig. 2 depicts the signal:
f(t) = 0.4 + 0.7 ∗ Z(t) + t (1)
,where Z(t) ∼ N .
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Fig. 2. Image example created from results code.
Another useful results function for Python is pan-
das.DataFrame.to latex which automatically converts a
dataframe table to a LATEX table (as shown in Table I.
num_columns = 11
table = np.random.random((7, num_columns))
df = pd.DataFrame(table)
df.to_latex(’table.tex’, float_format="%.2f")
Listing 5. Convert Pandas DataFrame to LATEX table.
TABLE I
TABLE EXAMPLE CREATED FROM RESULTS CODE.
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
0 0.96 0.29 0.24 0.10 0.02 0.93 0.67 0.79 0.28 0.59 0.06
1 0.49 0.98 0.88 0.34 0.96 0.23 0.95 0.94 0.80 0.63 0.87
2 0.29 0.85 0.62 0.01 0.35 0.15 0.98 0.48 0.50 0.64 0.37
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